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GUIDELINES FOR COVER PAGE 
FDA’s condition-specific meeting reports webpage provides links to certain publicly available external reports and 
resources relating to patient experience data. This webpage hosts an alphabetical listing of publicly available condition-
specific meeting reports and other information related to patients’ experience. These meetings include FDA-led Patient-
Focused Drug Development (PFDD) meetings, Externally-led PFDD meetings, and Patient Listening Sessions. Other 
information includes proposed draft guidance relating to patient experience data, natural history studies, or other condition-
specific background on condition and discussion of unmet medical need. The patient community, patient advocates, 
researchers, drug developers, and federal agencies may find these materials useful. 

Please note that although FDA reviews the materials at these links before posting them to ensure that the materials 
are within the scope of the webpage, FDA does not assess their scientific merit or compliance with regulatory 
requirements; our decision to post links to these materials does not reflect an endorsement of their authors, sponsors, or 
content. Submitters of linked reports and resources should refrain from making any statement that indicates, implies, or 
suggests that FDA has endorsed the external resource by hosting your link, including by use of the FDA logo. 

To provide FDA with a publicly-available website link to your reports or other resources, please email 
PFDDresources@fda.hhs.gov. If your submission meets the basic guidelines outlined on the webpage and in the FAQ 
document, FDA generally intends to host the submitted link on the webpage. We request that you include a cover page or 
similar opening statement as part your report or resource containing the information described below, to promote greater 
transparency. The cover page or statement may be included within the report or resource itself, or it may be hosted as a 
separate document on the same website link as the report or resource. Please review the cover page guidelines below. 

o Title of Resource 

o Author(s) and Collaborator(s): Please identify all author(s) and collaborator(s), their affiliations, and their 
disclosures. 

- If an organization or collaboration group is identified as the author, please also identify the individuals who 
contributed to the collection of the information or development of the resource, their affiliations, and their 
disclosures. 

- Disclosures: For the sake of transparency, authors and collaborators (and, if relevant, the organizations they 
represent) are encouraged to disclose any interactions (financial and non-financial) that could be considered 
relevant to this work. Examples may be employment, consulting fees, research funding, or significant 
collaborations with FDA-regulated industry or other financial interests in the development of medical 
products. The monetary amount of funding or fees does not need to be included. Where authors and 
collaborators have no relevant disclosures, the statement may read “nothing to disclose.” 

- Funding received or granted: Please include all sources of funding received. The role of the funding body 
in the design, collection, analysis/ and/or interpretation of data, and/or in writing the resource may also be 
stated. The monetary amount of funding or fees does not need to be included.   

o Version Date: Please include the date when the resource was completed or last updated. 

o Statement that the resource has not been revised or modified: Please include a statement that the document 
has not been revised and/or modified in any way after the version date listed on the cover page. If any changes are 
made to a resource, please re-submit the resource to FDA with an updated cover page.  

o Statement that the resource can be linked from the FDA website: Please include a statement that the 
submitters have any necessary permissions to submit the external resource and that linking from the FDA website 
will not violate the proprietary rights of others.  

o Point of contact: Please include at least a name, affiliation and email address. For specific questions related 
to a resource, FDA will recommend reaching out to the point of contact listed on the cover page.  
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